Discovery of Near-Earth Objects at Venus
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The population of asteroids orbiting at the interior of the Earth is currently very poorly known. Only 14 “Atiras” have been discovered, 3 of which in the ~1 km class. However, past studies showed that this population,
potentially harboring hazardous objects, could be as much as half the number of Atens (~900 known) [1].
Mission concepts such as Sentinel [2] or EUNEOS [3] have proposed in the past to observe from Venus’ orbit, or even closer to the Sun, for a more efficient NEO detection. However, we believe that a Venus-orbiting
mission could be an outstanding platform capable of coupling NEO discovery with Venus exploration.
The first phase of Venus spacecraft exploration by the Venera, Pioneer Venus, and Vega missions (1962-1992). It established a basic description of the physical and chemical conditions prevailing in the atmosphere and
at the surface of the planet. ESA’s Venus Express has provided global long-term remote sensing observations [4]. Today, several future plans to explore the planet focus on the geology and interior of the planet [5,6].
This orbit can be considered as a unique vantage point to investigate near-earth objects and potentially hazardous objects (PHOs) at Venus.
From a Venus orbiter quasi-circular polar orbit, based on the EuNEOS study [3] a typical astrometry instrument would use a very large FOV (3.0° x 3.0°) and small pixel angular size. EuNEOS and Sentinel have explored
different options for NEO detection from the inner Solar System. Polarimetry measurements, providing clues on the albedo of the observed object, could also be an option. In order to avoid moving parts and also
conflicting observational requirements, we propose a continuously scanning telescope optimized for moving object detection. The simple rotation of the probe(e.g. around the optical axis of the Venus-pointing
camera) could produce the scanning motion needed to observe NEOs. There's a wide choice of geometric configurations (angle of the NEO telescope in respect to the rotation axis, orbit constraints...), to be taken into
account and optimized by numerical simulation.

Science Objectives : Venus science

Science Objectives : NEO science

Lightning and airglow camera (LAC)

Near-Venus Objects Detection
LAC on board JAXA's VCO/
Akatsuki is designed to detect
lightning flashes with an intensity
of 1/100 of standard lightning on
the Earth when viewed from 1000
km altitude and to measure 100-R
night airglow with a signal-tonoise ratio more than 10. LAC has
a field-of-view of 16 degrees, and
as the detector it uses a multianode avalanche photo-diode
(APD) that has 8 x 8 matrix of 2mm square pixels [7]
Takahashi et al. 2008 [7]

Venus Emissivity Mapper
The Venus Emissivity Mapper (VEM) observes the surface of Venus in parts of
the near-IR spectrum (“atmospheric windows”) that penetrate the atmosphere
with minimal absorption. It builds on experience gained by VIRTIS on Venus
Express, to characterize Venus’s surface geology and monitor volcanic activity.
While VEM is a new instrument, it uses well-established concepts. It is a multispectral, push-frame imager with no moving parts [8]

Two goals coupled – Venus nightside and asteroids
• Vantage point for the monitoring of the inner Solar System
• Possibility to measure the meteor(ite) flux at Venus along with the local NVO
(Near Venus Objects) population
- Important constraints to models of dynamic transport of small asteroids
toward the terrestrial planets
- Constraints on the survival rate of meteoroids in the inner Solar System
ESA's Venus Express/VIRTIS-M [9,10]
has demonstrated the feasability of
mapping the heated surface thermal
emission through infrared
atmospheric windows located
between 0.8 and 1.18μm.
Observations have revealed
anomalies in this emission, in
particular on geologically recent lava
flows, interpreted as terrain emissivity
variations. Surface thermal emission,
strongly anti-correlated to existing
radar altimetry, is constrained by
emissivity which reflects mineralogy
and contributions by volcanism,
surface wheathering chemistry and
past tectonic activity.

VEM is focused mainly on observing the surface. It maps the surface in all nearIR atmospheric windows, using filters with spectral characteristics optimized for
the wavelengths and widths of those windows. It also observes bands necessary
for correcting atmospheric effects; these bands also provide valuable scientific
data on cloud thickness, cloud opacity variations, and H2O abundance
variations in the lowest 15 km of the atmosphere.
A filter array is placed directly on the entrance window of the space-qualified
SOFRADIR HgCdTe detector. The filters are placed above the detector in a
pattern that optimizes science return. Figure 4 indicates how each of the filters/
bands contributes to achieving specific science goals.
Shalygin et al. 2014 [11]

• Infrared windows on Venus' nightside allow to study ground emissivity and
weathering of lava flows, as well as map water vapor traces and variability in the
lower atmosphere.

Mainzer et al. 2015 [12]

A telescope at Venus has the potential of characterizing the whole NEO
population, thus contributing to the census of potentially hazardous
asteroids. However, following Mainzer et al. 2015 no specific advantage
is present, relative to a space telescope on Earth-like orbit.
While this is true in general, a telescope orbiting Venus can much more
easily detect and characterize the Atiras (or IEO), asteroids that are
orbiting entirely inside the Earth’s orbit.
The Atiras constitute a very poorly known population (22 known at
March 2015). Following the models of this population, their number can
reach 50% of the Atens (currently 900 Atens are known).
A more complete census of the Atiras can bring important constraints
on the mechanisms of transport of small asteroids toward the terrestrial
planet region, and on their survival time scales in the inner Solar System.
By coupling asteroid discoveries to the observation of impact flashes on
the Venus night-side, using a LAC-type camera, a large size range of
objects in the circum-cytherean space can be characterized.

Figure 2 Optical layout of VEM-M

To split the light into several bands, VEM
uses a multilayered dielectric-coating
ultranarrow-band filter array (made by
Balzer Optics) instead of a grating to
maximize the signal to the FPA. The filter
array is located at an intermediary focus
of the optical path. We image each band
onto the 17 512-pixel rows of the FPA.
T h e s u r f a c e b a n d s a re s p a t i a l l y
sandwiched between the cloud bands to
provide calibration before and after each
surface data acquisition.

The space-qualified FPA is a SOFRADIR Neptune 256×500 HgCdTe detector
array operating at <200 K. IFOV is 0.06 deg with each 30μm-pitch pixel
covering 225 m on the surface from an altitude of 215 km. A filter on the
detector blocks radiation longward of 1.5μm. The space-qualified Ricor K508
cooler has a mean time to failure of 8,000 hours.
VEM provides great flexibility in achieving the required spatial resolution of
60×60 km at the surface and 10×10 km for clouds. The instantaneous FOV of
the FPA is 30×30º, while that of a single pixel is 0.06×0.06º. For an altitude of
215 km, this provides a swath width of about 113 km with a single pixel
resolution of 225 m and the nadir ground speed is about 7 km/s so the
integration time of 90 ms corresponds to about 1 km smear. One pixel with 90
ms integration time corresponds to 225 m×1000 m. In addition, each ultranarrow-band filters covers 17 rows of pixels. Hence, the required 10×10 km
spatial resolution corresponds to binning 445 pixels in each band while 60×60
km resolution co-adds 36 10×10 km bins.

Christou 2004 [13]
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Pointing/FOV constraints
• Rotating synchronous to orbit
- no star tracking (less power/”fuel” consumption/smaller reservoirs)
- approx. equatorial orbit
- pointing is thus drifting in the direction of NEO proper motion
 All stars are trailed – NEOs and NVOs less trailed = easier identification
• Orbit of 4 days = 3.75 arcsec/sec
- Exposure 180 s (M2015)  ~10 arcmin
- Rate can be tuned to average drift rate expected for IEOs (20-50 mas/s)
Cf. Mainzer et al. 2015 [12]
-

:

Active cooling is required up to 5 μm (MCT detector)
Field drift
Telemetry rate restricted : on-board windowing around sources
Two arrays of “N“ HgTdCe detectors, optimized for 5 and 10 μm
Both arrays image the same field (beam splitter required)
Same field is seen “N” times, according to the following cycle :
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